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Abstract
Due to their rich algebraic structure, cyclic codes have a great deal of signifi-
cance amongst linear codes. Duadic codes are the generalization of the quadratic
residue codes, a special case of cyclic codes. The m-adic residue codes are the
generalization of the duadic codes. The aim of this paper is to study the struc-
ture of the m-adic residue codes over the quotient ring Fq[v]/(v
s−v). We deter-
mine the idempotent generators of the m-adic residue codes over Fq[v]/(v
s−v).
We obtain some parameters of optimal m-adic residue codes over Fq[v]/(v
s−v),
with respect to Griesmer bound for rings.
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1. Introduction
Because of their strong algebraic properties, the class of cyclic codes have
a great deal of significance amongst linear codes. As a special case of cyclic
codes, the class of quadratic residue codes play an important role in cyclic
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codes for theoretical and practical reasons and they have been studied over
finite fields for many years. The class of duadic codes are the generalization
of the quadratic residue codes. Recently, many researchers have studied the
structure of generalization of quadratic residue codes over some special rings (see
[11, 9, 1, 14, 3] for instance). The m-adic residue codes are the generalization
of the duadic codes ([5]). The m-adic residue codes are investigated and are
found to have many of the strong properties of the quadratic residue codes. For
the first time in literature, Brualdi and Pless generalized the quadratic residue
codes, which they called polyadic codes, by defining the m-adic residue codes
(see [1]). Pless studied the idempotent generators of the polyadic codes in [11].
In [5], by virtue of generator polynomials over finite fields, Job defined m-adic
residue codes. In [8], Ling and Xing have extended the definition of polyadic
cyclic codes to include noncyclic abelian codes, and obtained necessary and
sufficient conditions for the existence of non-degenerate polyadic codes. Chen
et al. studied the structure of polyadic constacyclic codes and gave a necessary
and sufficient condition for the existence of Type-I m-adic λ-constacyclic codes
[2]. In [12], Goyal and Raka studied the structure of (1 − 2u3)-constacyclic
codes over the quotient ring Fp[u]/(u
4 − u). Then, as a continuation of this
paper ([12]) they extended their results to the ring Fp[u]/(u
m − u) and have
studied quadratic residue codes and their extensions [4]. Kuruz et al. studied
the structure of m-adic residue codes over the non-chain ring Fq[v]/(v
2−v) and
related generators of these codes to the reversible DNA codes [6].
In this work, as a generalization of the paper [6], we study the structure of the
m-adic residue codes over the quotient ring Fq[v]/(v
s − v). First, we determine
the idempotent generators of them-adic residue codes over Fq[v]/(v
s−v). Then,
we obtain some parameters of optimal m-adic residue codes over Fq[v]/(v
s− v),
with respect to Griesmer bound for rings.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we present some
definitions and basic results of linear codes, cyclic codes and m-adic residue
codes. In Section 3, we determine the idempotent generators of the m-adic
residue codes over Fq[v]/(v
s−v). Further, we obtain some parameters of optimal
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m-adic residue codes over Fq[v]/(v
s − v), with respect to Griesmer bound for
rings. The last Section is reserved to conclusion and future remarks.
2. Preliminaries
In this section, we give some basic definitions and results about linear codes,
cyclic codes and m-adic residue codes and we introduce the structure of the
ring Fq[v]/(v
s− v). For further information about linear codes, cyclic codes and
m-adic residue codes (see [7, 10] and [5]).
Let q be a prime power and Fq be the finite field with q elements. An
[n, k]q linear code C of length n over Fq is a k-dimensional subspace of the vec-
tor space Fnq . The elements of C are of the form (c0, c1, . . . , cn−1) and called
codewords. The Hamming weight of any c ∈ C is the number of nonzero coordi-
nates of c and denoted by w (c) . The minimum distance of C is defined as d =
min {w (c)|0 6= c ∈ C} . A linear code C of length n over Fq is said to be cyclic if
for any codeword (c0, c1, . . . , cn−1) ∈ C we have that (cn−1, c0, c1, . . . , cn−2) ∈ C.
A cyclic code of length n over Fq corresponds to a principal ideal 〈g (x)〉 of the
quotient ring Fq [x] / 〈x
n − 1〉 where g (x)|xn − 1.
In the following series of the definitions and examples we remind the struc-
ture of the m-adic residue codes.
Definition 1. [5] Let p be a prime and b be a primitive element of Z∗p = Zp\{0}.
The set of nonzero m-adic residues modulo p is defined as Q0 = {a
m : a ∈ Zp}
where m ≥ 2, m ∈ Z and m|(p − 1). Also, we let Qi = b
iQ0 and µa : i →
ai (mod p), where a ∈ Q1 is a coordinate permutation such that µa cyclically
permutes the sets Q0, Q1, . . . , Qm−1.
Example 2. Let p = 13. Then 2 is a primitive element of Z∗19. Since 6|19− 1
we can take m = 6. Whence, we have Q0 = {1, 5, 8, 12}, Q1 = {2, 3, 10, 11},
Q2 = {4, 6, 7, 9}.
Definition 3. [5] Let p be a prime and q be a prime power such that p and q
are coprime. Let b be a primitive element of Z∗p and γ be a primitive p
th root
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of unity in some field extension of Fq. Let Q0 be the set of nonzero m-adic
residues modulo p and Qi = b
iQ0. If q is an m-adic residue modulo p, then the
codes generated by polynomials gi(x) =
xp−1∏
k∈Qi
(x−αk)
(i = 0, 1, . . . ,m − 1) are
called even-like families of m-adic residue codes of class I of length p over Fq.
The other families of m-adic residue codes can be defined by derivations of
even-like family of m-adic residue codes of class I.
Definition 4. [5]
• The codes generated by the polynomials ĝi(x) =
∏
k∈Qi
(x− αk), where
(i = 0, 1, . . . ,m − 1), are called odd-like class-I m-adic residue codes of
length p over Fq and the code generated by ĝi(x) is the complement of the
code generated by gi(x).
• The codes generated by the polynomials hi(x) = (x − 1)ĝi(x), where (i =
0, 1, . . . ,m−1), are called even-like class II m-adic residue codes of length
p over Fq and the code generated by hi(x) is the complementary code of
the code generated by gi(x) relative to E.
• The codes generated by the polynomials ĥi(x) =
gi(x)
x−1 , where (i = 0, 1, . . . ,m−
1), are called odd-like class II m-adic residue codes of length p over Fq
and these codes are the complement of the codes generated by hi(x).
In the following example, we list all even-like class-I, 6-adic residue codes of
length 19 over F7.
Example 5. Even-like class I, 6-adic residue codes of length 19 over F7 are
C0 = 〈1+4x+6x
2+6x3+3x4+4x6+5x7+x8+2x10+2x11+2x12+4x13+5x14+3x15+x16〉,
C1 = 〈1+3x+x
2+x3+5x4+x5+6x6+x7+5x8+6x9+6x11+3x12+3x13+5x14+x15+x16〉,
C2 = 〈1+5x
2+x3+4x4+3x5+5x7+3x8+4x9+6x10+2x11+6x12+2x13+4x14+2x15+x16〉,
C3 = 〈1+3x+5x
2+4x3+2x4+2x5+2x6+x8+5x9+4x10+3x12+6x13+6x14+4x15+x16〉,
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C4 = 〈1+x+5x
2+3x3+3x4+6x5+6x7+5x8+x9+6x10+x11+5x12+x13+x14+3x15+x16〉,
and
C5 = 〈1+2x+4x
2+2x3+6x4+2x5+6x6+4x7+3x8+5x9+3x11+4x12+x13+5x14+x16〉.
The minimum distance of all these codes is 15. Hence, all these codes are opti-
mal.
Let s > 1 be a natural number and q be a prime such that q ≡ 1(mod(s−1)).
Then we defined the commutative ring Rq,s[v] as the quotient ring Fq[v]/(v
s−v).
It is easy to see that Rq,s[v] ∼= Fq + vFq + v
2
Fq + · · ·+ v
s−1
Fq.
If α is a primitive element of F∗q , then ζ = α
q−1
s−1 is a primitive sth root of
unity and 1 + ζ + ζ2 + · · ·+ ζs−2 = 0. Let η0, η1, . . . , ηs−1 denote the following
elements of Rq,s[v].
η0 = 1− v
s−1
η1 = (s− 1)
−1(v + v2 + · · ·+ vm−2 + vs−1)
η2 = (s− 1)
−1(ζv + ζ2v2 + · · ·+ ζs−2vs−2 + vs−1)
η3 = (s− 1)
−1((ζ2)v + (ζ2)2v2 + · · ·+ (ζ2)s−2vs−2 + vs−1)
...
...
ηs−1 = (s− 1)
−1((ζs−2)v + (ζs−2)2v2 + · · ·+ (ζs−2)s−2vs−2 + vs−1).
It can be easily seen that η2i = ηi, ηiηj = 0 for all i and j such that 0 ≤ i, j ≤
s− 1, i 6= j. Further,
s−1∑
i=0
ηi = 1. By the decomposition theorem of ring theory,
we can decompose Rq,s[v] as Rq,s[v] = η0Rq,s[v] + η1Rq,s[v] + · · ·+ ηs−1Rq,s[v].
3. m-adic residue codes over Fq[v]/(v
s
− v)
In [11], Pless introduced m-adic residue codes in terms of idempotent gener-
ators and gave relationships between these idempotent generators. Kuruz et al.
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studied m-adic residue codes over the ring Fq[v]/(v
2− v) (see [6]) and identified
the idempotent generators of these codes. Also, they gave some conditions in
order that the generator polynomials to be palindromic.
In this section we generalize idempotent generators of the m-adic residue
codes to the ring Fq[v]/(v
s − v) and we identify the idempotent generators of
all classes of the m-adic residue codes.
Proposition 6. Let p be a prime and q be a prime power. Let m be a positive
integer such that m|(p − 1) and also let a and q be m-adic residues modulo p,
i.e., a, q ∈ Q0. If each ei is idempotent in Fq[x]/(x
p − 1), where 0 ≤ i ≤ s− 1,
then
s−1∑
i=0
ηiei is idempotent in (Fq[v]/(v
s − v))[x]/(xp − 1).
Proof 7. By the definition of being an idempotent, we have
(
s−1∑
i=0
ηiei)
2 =
s−1∑
i=0
(ηiei)
2 =
s−1∑
i=0
ηiei. This completes the proof.
Proposition 8. Let ei be idempotent generators of even-like class-I m-adic
residue codes of length p over Fq such that 0 ≤ i ≤ s − 1. Let Ek =
s−1∑
i=0
ηiei ∈
(Fq[v]/(v
s − v))[x]/(xp − 1) and h = 1 + x+ x2 + · · ·+ xp−1. Then,
i. µa(Ek) is idempotent.
ii. If r 6= t, then ErEt = 0.
iii. E0 + E1 + . . .+ Es−1 = 1− h where Ei = µa(Ei−1) for 1 ≤ i ≤ s− 1.
Proof 9. i. If Ek =
s−1∑
i=0
ηiei, then µa(
s−1∑
i=0
ηiei) =
s−1∑
i=0
ηiµa(ei). Since µa(ei)
are idempotents we have
(µa(Ek))
2 = (
s−1∑
i=0
ηiei)
2
=
s−1∑
i=0
ηi(µa(ei))
2
=
s−1∑
i=0
ηiµa(ei) = µa(Ek).
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ii. Let Er =
s−1∑
i=0
ηiei, Et =
s−1∑
i=0
ηifi where ei 6= fi for 0 ≤ i ≤ s− 1 such that
ei and fi are distinct idempotent generators of even-like class-I m-adic
residue codes of length p over Fq.
ErEt =
s−1∑
i=0
ηiei
s−1∑
i=0
ηifi
= η20e0f0 + η
2
1e1f1 + · · · η
2
s−1es−1fs−1
= η200 + η
2
10 + · · · η
2
s−10 = 0.
iii. Let E0 =
s−1∑
i=0
ηie0,i, E1 =
s−1∑
i=0
ηie1,i, . . . , Es−1 =
s−1∑
i=0
ηies−1,i where ei,j =
µa(ei,j−1).
E0 + E1 + · · ·+ Es−1 = η0(e0,0 + e0,1 + · · ·+ e0,s−1) + η1(e1,0 + e1,1 + · · ·+ e1,s−1)
+ · · ·+ ηs−1(es−1,0 + es−1,1 + · · ·+ es−1,s−1)
= η0(1 − h) + η1(1− h) + · · ·+ ηs−11− h
= (η0 + η1 + · · ·+ ηs−1)1− h
= 1− h.
Since the idempotent elements Ek =
s−1∑
i=0
ηiei meet all the conditions, we can
consider them as idempotent generators ofm-adic residue codes over Fq[v]/(v
s−
v).
We give definition of even-like class-I m-adic residue codes of length p over
Fq[v]/(v
s − v) below.
Definition 10. A family of codes generated by idempotent elements Ek =
s−1∑
i=0
ηiei
is called a family of even-like class-I m-adic residue codes of length p over
Fq[v]/(v
s − v), where ei are idempotent generators of class-I even-like m-adic
residue codes over Fq.
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Proposition 11. Let Ei be an idempotent generator of a class-I even-like m-
adic residue codes of length p over Fq[v]/(v
s − v). Let E′i = 1 − Ei such that
0 ≤ i ≤ s− 1. Then E′i satisfies the followings:
i. µa(E
′
i) = E
′
j (i 6= j).
ii. If i 6= j, then E′i + E
′
j − E
′
iE
′
j = 1.
iii. E′0E
′
1 · · ·E
′
s−1 = h.
Proof 12. Proof is similar with Proposition 3.3 in [6].
We give the definition of odd-like class-I m-adic residue codes of length p
over Fq[v]/(v
s − v) below.
Definition 13. A family of codes generated by the idempotent element E′i =
1 − Ei (0 ≤ i ≤ s− 1 ) is called a family odd-like class-I m-adic residue codes
of length p over Fq[v]/(v
s − v).
Proposition 14. Let Ei be an idempotent generator of a class-I even-like m-
adic residue codes of length p over Fq[v]/(v
s − v). Assume Di = 1 − h − Ei
such that 0 ≤ i, j ≤ s − 1, where i and j are integers. Then, Di satisfies the
followings:
i. µa(Di) = Dj (i 6= j.)
ii. Di +Dj −DiDj = 1− h, where i 6= j.
iii. D0D1 . . . Ds−1 = 0.
Proof 15. Proof is similar with Proposition 3.4 in [6].
Below, we give the definition of even-like class-II m-adic residue codes of
length p over Fq[v]/(v
s − v).
Definition 16. A family of codes generated by the idempotent elements Di =
1 − h − Ei is called even-like class-II m-adic residue codes of length p over
Fq[v]/(v
s − v) such that 0 ≤ i ≤ s− 1, where i is an integer.
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Proposition 17. Let Ei and Di be class-I even-like m-adic residue code of
length p and class-II even-like m-adic residue code, respectively. Let D′i =
1−Di = h+Ei such that 0 ≤ i, j ≤ s− 1, where i and j are integers. Then D
′
i
satisfies the following:
i. µa(D
′
i) = D
′
j (i 6= j).
ii. If i 6= j, then D′iD
′
j = h.
iii. D′0 +D
′
1 + . . .+D
′
s−1 = 1− (s− 1)h.
Proof 18. Proof is similar with Proposition 3.5 in [6] so we omit here.
Below, we give odd-like class-II m-adic residue codes of length p over Fq[v]/(v
s−
v).
Definition 19. A family of codes generated by idempotent element D′i = 1 −
Di = h+Di is called a family odd-like class-II m-adic residue codes of length
p over Fq[v]/(v
s − v) such that 0 ≤ i ≤ s− 1, where i is an integer.
In the following example, we list all the idempotent generators of even-like
class-I 4-adic residue codes of length 13 over F3[v]/(v
3 − v)
Example 20. The idempotent generators of even-like class-I 4-adic residue
codes of length 13 over F4 are e0 = l0 + 2l2 + 2l3, e1 = 2l1 + 2l2 + l3, e2 =
2l0+ 2l1 + l2 and e3 = 2l0 + l1 + 2l3, where l0 = x+ x
3 + x9, l1 = x
2 + x5 + x6,
l2 = x
4 + x10 + x12, l3 = x
7 + x8 + x11. If we choose E0 = η1e0 + η2e1 + η3e2,
where η1 = 1 − v
2, η2 = 2v + 2v
2, η3 = v + 2v
2, then idempotent generators
of even-like class-I 4-adic residue codes of length 13 over F3[v]/(v
3 − v) are
E0 = η1e0 + η2e1 + η3e2, E1 = µ7(E0) = η1e3 + η2e0 + η3e1, E2 = µ7(E1) =
η1e2 + η2e3 + η3e0, E3 = µ7(E2) = η1e1 + η2e2 + η3e3.
Let gi(x) be the generator polynomial of corresponding idempotent generator Ei,
then
g0(x) = 1+ (2v+1)x+(2v+2v
2)x2+(2v2+ v+1)x3+(v2+2v+1)x4+(2v2+
2v + 1)x5 + 2vx6 + (v + 2)x7 + vx8 + (v2 + 2v + 2)x9 + x10,
g1(x) = 1+2vx+(2v+1)x
2+(v+1)x3+(2v+1)x4+(2v+2)x5+(2v+2)x6+
9
vx7 + (v + 1)x8 + (2v + 2)x9 + x10,
g2(x) = g3(x) = 1 + x+ 2x
2 + 2x3 + 2x5 + 2x8 + x9.
The parameters of the codes generated by g0(x), g1(x), g2(x) and g3(x) are
[13, 3, 9], [13, 3, 6], [13, 4, 6], and [13, 4, 6] respectively. The code generated by
g0(x) attains the Griesmer bound given in [13]. The other codes are nearly
optimal with respect to Griesmer bound for rings.
4. Conclusion and Future Remarks
In this paper, we generalize results of [6] to the non-chain quotient ring
Fq[v]/(v
s − v), where q is a prime power and s is an integer. We study the
algebraic structure of m-adic residue codes over Fq[v]/(v
s − v) in spite of the
fact that previous papers worked over finite fields. Further, these previous
papers have more restrictions on the parameters of the codes they obtained.
We achieve to obtain some optimal codes with respect to Griesmer bound for
rings (see [13]), which makes this study even more remarkable. It can be shown
that for some special cases, the generators of the m-adic residue codes over
Fq[v]/(v
s − v) are palindromic. Thus, by help of this fact DNA codes can be
constructed as a future work.
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